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Global Opportunities Fund August 2022 

Accessing a diverse portfolio of attractively priced, growing companies across global markets 
 

Thornbridge Global Opportunities Fund’s Investment Policy is simple, transparent and unconstrained. Global equities 
provide thousands of opportunities to identify investments at attractive valuations that have the potential to grow 
investors’ capital over the medium to long-term. 

 
FUND OBJECTIVE 

The investment objective of the MI THORNBRIDGE GLOBAL 

OPPORTUNITIES FUND is to seek capital & income growth from 

investments identified across global equity and/or bond markets. The 

manager may also choose to hold Government securities, collective 

investment schemes, and cash & money market instruments as appropriate 

in achieving the overall objective of the fund. 

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY 

We seek to invest in attractively priced companies which identify some or 

all of the following characteristics: a history of generating free cash flow; 

are forecast to grow earnings in the medium to long-term; have an above 

average return on assets; a strong balance sheet. Importantly, we will not 

overpay for those securities, taking a risk-based approach to prices, with 

the purpose of seeking to achieve a margin of safety

FUND MANAGER COMMENT 

In last month’s factsheet, we explained that we do not hang on the every word of central bankers in an attempt to second guess their future moves. Our 
focus is on buying the shares of decent businesses, run by management who are on the side of shareholders, at prices we think give us very good odds of 
generating a real return. 

However, it is interesting to take a step back and consider the wider macro context. 

For several years, leading up to late 2021, the environment of global developed market economies could by summarized as: 

Low or non-existent interest rates 
Quantitative easing 
Subbornly low inflation.  

In such conditions, US technology company share prices flourished. Interestingly, they largely offered, and continue to offer, paltry dividend yields, so the 
only realistic chance of realising value from your investment is if someone pays a higher price for the shares in the future. 

Where are we now? 

Interest rates are rising – and far more rapidly than many would have expected. 
Quantitative tightening – central banks are looking to shrink their balance sheets, bloated by years of bond-buying in an attempt to stoke inflation. 
High inflation  – eurozone and UK inflation is near 10% and US inflation is not far behind. 
 
Yet investor money continues to flow into US equities. 
 
In contrast, we are finding tremendous value outside of the US mega caps and we are unashamedly underweight US shares. 
 
As was the case in July, in August the largest contributor to the Fund’s performance was Brazilian oil giant, Petrobras. 
 
Petrobras is a very low-cost producer and part of its production is sold locally at a discount, so any pullback in the oil price should affect its bottom line less 
than other oil majors. It pays regular and substantial dividends – such frequent and strong capital returns provides a rapid return on investment, thereby 
reducing risk - and yet its shares trade on single-digit multiples of its earnings. 
 
We are finding particular value in Europe. Investors are very bearish on European equities. The perception is that rampant inflation and soaring energy 
prices will place enormous strain on European economies. While others shun Europe, we continue to unearth shares which we think offer tremendous 
value. 
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PERFORMANCE 

Global Opp. Fund - A Acc: 537.77p 

 

 
 
Data sourced from Morningstar to 31 August 2022, net income reinvested. Total return (net of UK tax), mid-
price to mid-price, with no initial charges. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future 
performance. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
This fund is not offered, sold or distributed in the United States or to US persons.  
The information contained in this document is not an invitation or inducement to any person to purchase shares in our Funds. Investment should be made on the basis of the Prospectus and the Key 
Investor Information Document, available from Maitland Institutional Services Ltd, which you should read before investing. You should seek your own professional advice as to the suitabili ty of our 
Funds before investing. Values may be affected by fluctuations in exchange rates where assets of our Funds are denominate d in currencies other than sterling. Value of investments can fall as well as 
rise and you may not get back the amount you have invested. Capital may be at risk. Unless otherwise stated, the information contained in this document is provided by Thornbridge Investment 
Management and Maitland Institutional Services Ltd. 
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A Acc Share Class
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SECTOR BREAKDOWN 
 

 

Electronic & Electrical Equip 2% 

Financial Services 19% 
Food,Drug & Other Retailers 8% 
Stock Specific 5% 
Health & Pharma 3% 

Mining & Materials 8% 
Software & Computer 5% 
Telecommunications 2% 

Energy 17% 
Media 3% 
Consumer non-durables 11% 
Personal Care & Other 1% 

Real Estate 4% 
Cash  12% 
  

  

FUND INFORMATION 

Launch date 23 January 2004 

Fund size              £57.7mn 

Type OEIC, UCITS long only 
fund 

Fund facts at             31 Aug 2022 

Base Currency  GBP 

ISA eligible Yes 

Minimum investment £1,000 

Initial charges Up to 5% 

Dividend declaration  30 June final 

dates 31 December interim 

Sector IA Global 

ISINs   A Acc: GB0034116870 

 C Acc: GB00B5TP8W88      

C Inc: GB00B5SZCM77 

                                                 C Acc (USD): GB00BJBYDN75 

Prices A Acc: 537.77p 

C Acc: 589.76p  

C Inc: 478.82p 

C Acc (USD): 108.50c 

Ongoing charges                                           A Acc: 1.84%  

C Acc: 1.09% 

C Inc: 1.09% 

C Acc (USD): 1.09% 

Contact details Thornbridge IM 

James Bedford 

020 3972 4511 

james.bedford@thornbridge.com 

Authorized corporate Maitland Institutional 

director  Services Ltd 

Dealing line 0345 305 4216 

 

PORTFOLIO MANAGER 
Sean Peche  

Sean has over twenty years of experience within the 
investment industry, working previously as an equity 
analyst at Old Mutual Asset Management and Orbis 
Investments (UK) and as a portfolio manager of hedge 
funds at Decillion Fund Management. He has been a 
portfolio manager of Ranmore Global Equity Fund, a long-
only UCITS fund, since its inception 13 years ago. He 
graduated from the University of Cape Town before 
completing accountancy articles at Deloitte. Sean is a 

CFA® Charterholder. 
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